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Fatal Fetal Pignapping Budworm Cure 
For Cancer

. Throughout the morning 
several anxious students 
gathered outside the lab 
waiting to hear the fate of 
their pig. Shortly after 9 
a.m. a Professor released 
the names of the two fetal 
pigs as being Porky Pig 
and his sister Miss Piggy. 
Several sobs were heard 
after Professor read the 
names out and evidently 
there were many friends of 
the pigs present.

Campus Security Police 
Chief Billiomson said that 
the kidnappers are asking 
for $1.25 in loose change 
and free passage out of 
the country. Billiomson 
said that the kidnappers 
are serious in their 
demands and that the 
Campus Police and Admin
istration will co-operate 
in every way with the 
kidnappers to assure the 
safe return on the fetal 
pigs to their lab instructor. 
When asked what the 
consequences were if the 
Administration failed to 
give into what some 
observers as "unreason
able demands" the Chief 
said that he was sure that 
the kidnappers would kill

Members of the UNB 
Biology Dept, were called 
into an emergency meet
ing late last night after the 
night janitor found a note 
in the Biology 1000 
laboratory stating that two 
of the fetal pigs had been 
kidnapped. After hearing 
of the incident President 
Panderson came immed
iately to the scene where 
he was confronted by 
newsmen and camera 
crews. He said that "while 
details were not all clear 
evidentially one or more 
persons slipped into the 
Biology Department dis
guised as a professor and 
made their way to the 
laboratory. Once inside 
the lab they made their 
way to the refrigerator 
where the fetal pigs are 
sept under lock. Several 
tools were found in the lab 
in which they could have 
jsed to pry the lock". 
When questioned by re
porters on why the 
tidnoppers were not con- 
ronted while they were in 
he building Panderson 
ivoided the question by 
laying "professors all look 
alike anyway".

the pigs.
Chief Billiomson 

told then that the pigs 
were already dead and 
that you can’t kill a pig 
twice. Billiomson then 
muttered something to an 
aid and then said that he 
would have to look into it.

At noon Biology 
received a .second com
munique from the kidnap
pers telling where to drop 
the money which is to be in 
small unmarked coins. 
Panderson then shocked 
the university community 
when he said that he will 
not give into what he 
called "terrorist demands". 
He said "UNB will follow 
the example of West 
Germany and Israel and 
refuse to negotiate with 
such sick, ruthless killers 
as the FPFO" (Fetal Pig 
Freedom Organization).

At press time there was 
still no further word from 
the kidnappers on the fate 
of the pigs. Chief Billiam- 
son said to reporters as he 
was leaving Fetal Control 
"I hope that it doesn't turn 
into another Patty Hearst 
case."

An amazing medical discovery has been made in 
the backwoods of New Brunswick, which, according to 
Dr. Herman X. Quack, could save the lives of at least 
1,000,000 people a year.

The incredibly simple and virtually foolproof 
technique involves the spruce budworm, a small 
insect which infests the trees of this forested prçvince. 
Through laboratory tests, it was discovered that the 
common budworm contains incredible amounts of 
Budomil, a new Wonder drug which can actually cure 
cancer.

"By eating several of these fuzzy creatures," said 
Dr. Quack, "virtually everyone can become immune to 
cancer and other ugly diseases. The Russians have 
been using this technique for years, but it was only a 
matter of time before we discovered a similar 
process."

While Quack said the chemistry of the new 
life-saving process is being kept secret until he can 
patent it, he did say that the government of New 
Brunswick will cooperate with the world by selling the 
budworms at $1.00 each. Arrangements are being 
made for huge budworm-houses to be built in the 
province, and people are currently being trained as 
licensed budworm-breeders.

How will the public react to this great news? Quack 
thinks that after an initial shock, soon budworm 
sandwiches and whipped budworm shakes will 
appear in stores and restaurants. "No longer will 
people have to resort to heroic measures in staying 
alive; health is only a budworm away ! "

Dr. Quack said in closing; "If you are worried about 
the possibility of getting cancer, then rush to your 
doctor and show him this Inquiroar article. Ask him to 
order you some budworms. They are available from 
me for a nominal cost, of course!" With that. Quack 
got in his new Rolls-Royce and headed for his
mnn<;inn in Tnhiti
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Poles Attack Russia Budworm Ambushed
The Polish Army has 

marched into Russia and in 
three short days was able 
to reach within 27 kilo
metres of Stalingrad. The 
Polish used a modified 
version of the "BlitzKrieg", 
called the “Schtuckrieg", in 
which the army creeps 
through the enemy's terri
tory at a snail's pace. This 
method is just one of the 
new strategies used in the 
latest form of warfare — 
the mewe war.

It is believed that at 
least half of the Russian 
army is in psychiatric 
wards with severe nervous

disorder. Russian officials 
are unable to explain the 
cause of the disorder but 
top Russian scientists are 
working on a counter-stro- 
tegy.

United Nation's officials 
are alarmed at what 
appears to be an unwarr
anted attack. According to 
Russian Premier, Alexive 
Stroganoff, the Polish 
people were quite happy 
under Russian dominance. 
"I do not understand why 
they would attack us. We 
have provided good jobs in 
the Siberian Salt Mines at 
good pay. We pay them the

equivalent of one Ameri
can dollar an hour."

Officials of the United 
Nations have sent warn
ings, to the Polish govern
ment stating that if the 
pillaging of Russian vill
ages and the raping of 
Russian women does not 
cease they will be forced 
to send reinforcements to 
the Russian troops. Right 
now the UN is not overly 
worried about the skirmish 
and feels that the Russians 
and the Polish will fight it 
out among themselves and 
come to a satisfactory 
agreement,________________

The foresters will be 
holding a "Budworm 
Homecoming at Marshie's 
D'Avaries Hole this Friday 
night. When questioned 
about the reasoning for 
such a celebration a 
seventh year forestry 
student responded, "just

off the record, we're just 
\going to lure them into the

1 place making them think 
we re their buddies see?

he happy because we aren't 
going to spray this time! 
We is going to mash! ! ! ! 
We sure planned this good 
Huh?!!"

He con;luded stating 
that rubber boots will be 
rented at the door. 

(Ripped Script)
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Big boobs can be yours too!
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YOU, TOO, CAN HAVE BOOBS ! 
in 2 easy weeks using the unique
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SKY - HIGH not a cream, not an exerciser4le
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Miss V. says - "I was once a flat, boring, sardine-like 
girl. But since I've used your easy busty developer 
plan, I'm as womanly and alluring as a dromedary ! I'm 
now a world-famous hypnotizer of men ~ stare into my 
breasts!"
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'P Mr. B. says - "Since my sex change operation, I've 
grown to love, value, and yes, respect my bust. It's one 
of my favorite things; don't you adore it?"1 j
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Send away for your busty
developer plan today;

you, and the world, 
will be glad you did !

Big Boobs: Box 10000, Tltvllle , N.B.
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Draw “Cubby”
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